highly readable selection of revealing and wellwritten stories. Living in Berlin is part of a series designed to acquaint young readers with various world cities.
In its abbreviated fashion it does convey important facts about the vicissitudes of life in the two complex cities of East and West Berlin.
Author Barbara Einhorn discusses relevant historical, political and social reality which includes the Nazi period, the division of Berlin, the Berlin Wall, housing, education, mass transport, along with some of the more mundane details of daily life.
It is a wide range of material, and Einhorn handles it effectively.
Yet in her apparent desire to provide a balanced picture of two very different yet related cities, her writing suffers from an excess of caution and tact. She presents "just the facts" (but which facts?), laced with an optimism and domesticity intended to appeal to young readers. Yet such tact prevents a more hard-nosed appraisal of the differences between East and West Berlin.
There is no mention of the "AusländerhaG" that has so shaken West Berlin in recent years. Instead, we read of the "colorful mixture of <the city's> population." Nor is there mention of the orders to shoot to kill during escape attempts from East Berlina powerful fact known to even very young East Berlin children. Similarly, in a brief discussion on "Families and Festivals," the author describes the Day of the Republic as "the biggest family festival in East Berlin"; yet she neglects the fact that participants in several of that day's activities are compelled to take part, that East Berliners (including children) speak wryly of "freiwilliger Zwang" --forced voluntary participation. These, too, are the facts; and they do require commentary which is missing in this book. As one reads through this volume, one senses that the author is avoiding some very thorny questions -questions, by the way, that children are more than capable of asking.
At a deeper level, the author misses an opportunity to examine more closely the ways in which politics and history infiltrate individual and family life in these cities.
Existentially, let alone politically or economically, it is a very different experience to be on the East as opposed to the West Berlin side of the Wall. Yet, in a brief section of this book, "Young Berliners Speak," there are, in fact, no East Berlin voices --an important omission. Certainly a book for young people ought to shed some light on the ways in which these German children come to terms with a complicated political and social predicament.
And some of these statements by West Berlin youngsters about the Wall are instructive, if brief: "I think it would be better if the Wall wasn't there. It would be easier for people to stay in touch with their families.
It's sad, really." But what would an East Berlin youngster have to say? Perhaps something like I heard from a twelve year old girl in that city, after she had witnessed a televised news report about an escape attempt from her city, her home. "I'll never forget it. That was when I really began to feel like they were lying to us here. Up until then I just thought the Wall was there to keep 'them' out.
But that night on the West news they told about this man who was killed when he tried to get over the Wall. There was one picture of him lying there in 'no man's land,' dead I think. And just because he wanted to go to the West. They should have just let him go; but they won't let any of us go.
That's
•4 6 '4 7 This is poignant reality that children on both sides of the Wall are dealing with, and its influence runs deeD.
Obviously this book is intended as an introduction to East and West Berlin, not as a comprehensive political and social history of these cities, and as such it works reasonably well. And the author is right to acknowledge the positive attributes to life on either side of the Wall. Yet there are also harsh truths here, and they are very much on the minds of children and young people growing up with them. I wish that these realities, too, had made it into this book. Entsprechend sieht er ihr Leben von der Spannung von aufgeklärter und romantischer Lebenshaltung bestimmt oder zwischen "Tag und Traum" -so der Untertitel dieser Biographie -angesiedelt. Böttgers Sympathie gehört deutlich der ersten Kategorie. Bettinas politisches Wirken gilt ihm
